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summary
As sulfur containing thiols, alpha lipoic acid (ALA) and its reduced form dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA) are powerful antioxidants and
free radical scavengers capable of performing many of the same functions as glutathione (GSH). ALA supplementation may help
protect mitochondria from oxidative stress, a possible mechanism contributing to certain forms of brain diseases called
schizophrenia. Shortly before the advent of antipsychotic medications, two small studies found ALA relieved psychiatric symptoms in
schizophrenia. More recently, animal studies have shown ALA augmentation improves mitochondrial function. At pharmaceutical
levels, niacinamide helps preserve mitochondrial membrane integrity and acts as an antioxidant. ALA is a precursor for lipoamide,
an essential mitochondrial coenzyme and niacinamide is a component of niacinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD). NADH, the
reduced form of NAD, is involved in the reduction of ALA to DHLA within the mitochondria. This is relevant to contemporary
research because DHLA increases GSH and low GSH levels contribute to mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress which
have been implicated in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.
.

Introduction
Schizophrenia is a complex multifactorial disease of unknown etiology characterized by many structural and functional
abnormalities, a partial list of which includes: mitochondrial dysfunction [1–3]; oxidative stress with the increased production of free
radicals, reactive oxidative species (ROS) [4,5]; significant increases in nitric oxide synthase 3 (NOS3) in the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
[3] and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) in the caudate [6] suggesting nitrosative stress; reduced antioxidant activity with lower levels
of superoxide dismutase (SOD), GSH, glutathione peroxidase (GPx) [7], and ascorbic acid (vitamin C) [8,9]; deficiencies of
mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone) [10]; higher levels of thiobarbituric acid reactive
substances (TBARS) [11]; lower levels of membrane essential polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAS) [12]; oxidative damage to nerve
and mitochondrial membranes [9]; dendritic spine abnormalities, including a reduction in their number and length with subsequent
alterations in synaptic transmission and a decrease in the neuropile, as evidenced by electron microscope [13]; brain atrophy and
ventricular enlargement [14]; disturbances of brain neurotransmitter activity including dopamine hyperactivity [15] and NMDA
glutamate receptor hypofunction [16,17].
In the treatment of schizophrenia the adjunctive use of relatively inexpensive supplements like antioxidant vitamins and
niacinamide are staples in orthomolecular psychiatric practice [18] but are rarely used in mainstream psychiatry which continues to
rely solely upon pharmaceuticals. This schism stems from a longstanding antagonism dating back to the 1960’s [19] and the
criticism that orthomolecular practitioners often failed to backup their claims with gold standard, double blind studies. Prabakaran’s
discovery that 49% of the differences between schizophrenic and normal brains are related to mitochondrial dysfunction and
oxidative stress brings this issue to the table once again [3]. ALA, as lipoamide, is an essential mitochondrial coenzyme. As
antioxidants, ALA and DHLA are potent scavengers of free radicals acting upon a number of ROS and RNS including singlet
oxygen, superoxide radicals, hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radicals, hypochlorite, nitric oxide radicals, peroxynitrite and peroxyl
radicals [20] many of which contribute to the oxidative stress of schizophrenia [6,9]. In the mitochondria, which lack catalase to
remove toxic hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), GSH is used in the conversion of H2O2 to H2O and in the process GSH is oxidized to form
glutathione disulfide (GSSG) [21]. A low GSH/GSSG ratio, an indicator of oxidative stress, is a characteristic of schizophrenia.
Niacinamide is a component of NAD, NADH, NADP and NADPH. NADPH is used in the reduction of ALA to DHLA in the cytosol.
DHLA helps maintain a favorable GSH/GSSG ratio by raising GSH through improved cysteine utilization [22] and by converting
GSSG back to GSH [23].
Hypothesis
These data suggest the adjunctive use of ALA and niacinamide by reducing ROS and RNS, and improving the GSH/GSSG ratio
may help alleviate mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress and improve psychiatric symptoms in schizophrenia.
Testing this hypothesis would involve conducting a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to determine what effect
ALA/niacinamide therapy might have upon mitochondrial function, oxidative stress, GSH levels and clinical outcome. A potential
protocol might include: Arm 1: starting with an antipsychotic and niacinamide in first week and adding ALA in the second week; Arm
2: starting with an antipsychotic and ALA in first week and adding placebo in the second week; Control: antipsychotic, with matched
number of placebo pills for 4 weeks. While the concurrent use of antipsychotics prevents a direct comparison with earlier trials
which used ALA as a monotherapy [24,25], not providing them would be medically unethical.
Schizophrenia affects approximately one out of a 100 individuals, of which about one third respond fully to treatment, one third
incompletely and one third not at all. Part of the problem of inadequate response to therapy may be due to the fact that drugs in
current use were not designed to treat GSH deficiency [26] or oxidative stress and the adjunctive use of antioxidants is not yet
standard practice.
Evaluation of the hypothesis

There is an increasing discussion about GSH deficiency as a major cause of the oxidative stress associated with damage to the
schizophrenic brain [13,14,17,27–29]. While the mitochondrial ETC is highly efficient, some ROS ‘leak’ into the matrix. Since
mitochondria do not contain catalase; they depend upon GSH peroxidase and non-enzymatic reaction with GSH to protect against
ROS toxicity. However, mitochondria do not synthesize GSH, and must obtain their GSH from intracellular supplies [21,30].
GSH, a tripeptide of glutamate, glycine and cystine, does not cross the blood brain barrier (BBB) [29] but brain levels can be
increased by GSH substrate supplementation [21] and the GSH/GSSG ratio improved [31]. ALA crosses the BBB and increases
levels of GSH [20] by improving cystine utilization [22,31]. DHLA, the reduced form of ALA, is able to bypass the rate limiting cystine
transport system by reducing cystine to cysteine which is then taken up by neutral amino acid transporters and used in the synthesis
of GSH. In addition, DHLA is capable of directly reducing GSSG to GSH [23], thereby improving the GSH/GSSG ratio. GSH
potentiates NMDA glutamate receptor function [28,32] and scavenges peroxynitrite and superoxide anions, normally converted by
SOD to hydrogen peroxide [9]. Supplementation with N-acetyl cystine, a GSH substrate, raises GSH levels in schizophrenia [33] but
ALA with its unique antioxidant and free radical scavenging profile may be superior to N-acetyl cystine as a means of raising GSH
and combating mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress.
The dopamine GSH connection
Dopamine reversibly inhibits mitochondrial complex I activity [1] and impairs mitochondrial membrane potential [34]. Mitochondria
are particularly vulnerable to the presence of excess dopamine and its toxic metabolites because monamine oxidase (MAO), the
enzyme responsible for dopamine metabolism, is located on the outer mitochondrial membrane [1]. Dopamine is a major source of
ROS and when added to cultured cortical neurons in conditions of low GSH it further decreases GSH levels and reduces the
number of neuronal processes (spines analogs) [13]. ‘‘The toxicity of the dopamine metabolites [in low GSH conditions] would be
restricted to the microenvironment of the terminal of the dopamine fibers innervating the cortex. . . leading to the degeneration
of spines and dendrites rather than of the entire cell body” [28]. If this is the mechanism behind the morphological changes in the
brain observed by Grima and Buckman [13,14] could the dendritic spine abnormalities and subsequent alterations in synaptic
transmission be reversed and normal synaptic transmission restored? ALA has been reported to induce the sprouting of neurites
in vitro [20,35].
Early studies of ALA in schizophrenia
It has been over 50 years since two small clinical trials found low dose ALA monotherapy improved psychiatric symptoms in about
half of the schizophrenics in which it was tried [24,25]. At the time ALA, also known as thioctic acid, was considered a vitamin with
antioxidant properties. Giamattei, citing earlier workers’ observations of liver abnormalities in schizophrenia, tested 27 male
schizophrenics for liver dysfunction and from those, 10 patients who were most strongly positive on two tests for liver abnormalities
were selected for ALA therapy. For 28 days they were given 10 mg intravenous doses of ALA. In all 10 patients liver function
normalized, with four showing appreciable improvement in their mental status and behavior and the remaining six unchanged. Ten
days after discontinuation of ALA, tests for liver function were essentially the same with no mention of any change in psychic
condition. In addition, Giamattei reported treating a newly diagnosed female schizophrenic with normal liver function, 2 months after
the beginning of her symptoms, with daily doses of 10 mg ALA given intravenously. By the 10th day there were signs of
improvement in her condition and on the 15th day when the improvement was most evident electric shock therapy was begun and a
little afterwards she was released from the hospital as improved [24].
The results of the second study are more difficult to interpret because the method of administration and the amounts of ALA given
to each individual varied with no rationale for the discrepancies provided. Altschule who had previously shown that injected GSH
improved keto-acid metabolism and mental status in a female paranoid schizophrenic [36], decided to study the effects of ALA as a
‘‘vitamin concerned with the utilization of keto acids”. He chose six female chronic schizophrenics. Starting with intramuscular
injections of ALA, daily doses ranged from 20 to 40 mg increased to 100 to 200 mg and oral doses starting at 100 mg increased
to100 mg two times a day. In general, smaller doses and doses given orally were better tolerated than larger doses or injections but
the results varied from patient to patient with no consistency between the size of the initial dose or method of administration and
outcome. Unlike the first study in which no patients experienced a worsening of psychiatric symptoms, two of the three patients who
at first showed improvement at the lower dose, deteriorated when given a higher dose, the third was not given a higher dose.
Another patient showed no change at the lower dose only to worsen when the dosage was increased. The remaining two
experienced a worsening of symptoms at the onset of treatment and therapy was discontinued. Clinical worsening was
accompanied by impairment of keto-acid utilization, marked by increases in lactate and pyruvate. This seems to correlate with the
deficiencies in pyruvate dehydrogenase and elevated levels of lactate found in the schizophrenic prefrontal cortex by Prabakaran.
Within 10 days of discontinuation of ALA therapy all patients returned to their previous psychiatric status [25].
Liver, heart and brain, all tissues with high metabolic rates, have high concentrations of mitochondria. If improvement in
mitochondrial function was the basis for the reversal of liver malfunction in the Italian study, perhaps the demands of the liver
reduced the availability of ALA to the brain, in effect, lowering the dose. The results of these two studies suggest a low dose
therapeutic window and the possibility of a genetic basis for the variability in individual response, which in addition may be subject to
modification by underlying pathological conditions like liver disease.
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The ALA niacinamide connection
Niacinamide is a component of NAD and NADH. NADH, a substrate for the production of ATP, enters the ETC at mitochondrial
Complex I. Mitochondrial Complex I activity is downregulated in schizophrenia [1,3] and is deficient in mitochondrial
encephalopathy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes syndrome (MELAS). Oral niacinamide supplementation has been shown to
raise blood NAD and reduce abnormal lactate and pyruvate blood levels in the treatment of MELAS, a genetically based condition
characterized by mitochondrial Complex I deficiency, high lactate levels, reduced ATP production and oxidative stress where
niacinamide in addition to its ability to reduce abnormal pyruvate and lactate levels by raising NAD/NADH was hypothesized to

compensate for defective Complex I enzymes [37]. An increase in pyruvate and lactate was associated with the worsening of
schizophrenic symptoms observed by Altschule [25] which suggests that niacinamide given prophylactically might be protective.
Niacinamide, widely used in the orthomolecular treatment of schizophrenia [38,39], is a precursor for NAD and NADH/NADPH.
NADH produced in the Krebs cycle enters the ETC at mitochondrial Complex I where NADH dehydrogenase then transfers
electrons from NADH to Coenzyme Q. The reduction in Complex I activity reported by Prabakaran ‘‘may be due to the depletion of
reducing equivalents like NADH and NADPH which are utilized for the formation of GSH to counter oxidative damage to
mitochondrial components” [40]. NADPH is the rate limiting factor in the regeneration of GSH during oxidative stress. As GSSG is
reduced to GSH, NADPH is oxidized to NADP [41]. Niacinamide inhibits mitochondrial oxidative damage caused by ROS and acts
as ‘‘an antioxidant capable of protecting cellular membranes in the brain” [42]. At high doses it is a free radical scavenger and
prevents the intracellular depletion of NAD [43]. Niacinamide maintains mitochondrial membrane potential and prevents cytochrome
C release [44], the first step in the initiation of apoptosis. Could these observations help explain the mechanism behind the
therapeutic effects of niacinamide in schizophrenia observed by Hoffer [38]? And if given prophylactically, would niacinamide
prevent the increases in lactate and pyruvate associated with the worsening of psychiatric symptoms seen in the Altschule ALA
trial?
ALA, as lipoamide, functions within the mitochondrial matrix as an essential coenzyme in pyruvate dehydrogenase and in the
alpha keto-acid complexes, alpha ketoglutarate and alpha keto-acid dehydrogenase [20,45]. In the mitochondria, which lack
catalase to remove toxic hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), GSH is used in the conversion of H2O2 to H2O and in the process GSH is
oxidized to form glutathione disulfide (GSSG) [21]. A low GSH/GSSG ratio, an indicator of oxidative stress, is characteristic of
schizophrenia. ALA, commonly sold as a nutritional supplement, is a 50/50 mix of two biologically active enantiomers [20], a
naturally occurring R-form and an S-form, with the R-form being the preferred substrate for reduction to DHLA by dihydrolipamide
dehydrogenase using NADH in the mitochondria. The S-form is the preferred substrate for the reduction to DHLA by glutathione
reductase using NADPH in the cytosol [46,45]. This suggests the co-administration of ALA/niacinamide might be synergistic,
increasing the availability of DHLA by raising NADH and NADPH levels. DHLA in turn would help raise GSH by improving the
utilization of its substrate cysteine [22] and by reducing GSSG back to GSH [23].
Discussion
Altschule [25] reported problems using relatively small amounts of ALA whereas a recent Korean study investigating ALA in the
treatment of antipsychotic drug-induced weight gain in patients with schizophrenia used 1200 mg/day orally [47], six times
as much as Altschule’s largest dose without major difficulties. This suggests the concurrent use of atypical antipsychotics may be
protective and large doses of ALA safer than expected but are doses at this level still therapeutic? Of the seven patients studied,
three showed no change in psychiatric symptoms, two patients were dropped from the study because they stopped taking their
antipsychotics and experienced an increase in depressive symptoms necessitating a change in medication and two showed modest
improvement. One reported some increase in volition for daily living. The other seemed to talk more than before in group therapy
(Hyun-Sang Cho, personal communication).
ALA improves cognition in aged mice [48] and mitochondrial function in aged rats [49–51]. It has shown promise in treating
ischemia–reperfusion. Interestingly, both Cardoso do Vale [52] and Schonheit [53] reported a dose response threshold for ALA
similar to the therapeutic window noted above in the Giamattei and Altschule trials. Cardoso do Vale found 6.06 mM ALA to be
the most therapeutic dose but concluded that at both lower (3.03 mM) and higher (60.6 mM) levels ALA had a pro-oxidant effect.
Pro-oxidant activity for ALA has also been reported by Moini [23]. Schonheit found 0.5 lM doses of ALA beneficial but harmful
when increased to 10 lM. Does the common low dose therapeutic window for ALA provide evidence for a relationship between
ischemia reperfusion and schizophrenia and does this in turn support the contention that schizophrenia is in part a disease of
chronic, intermittent hypoxia and ischemia with possible microvasculature abnormalities in the prefrontal cortex as Prabakaran has
proposed?
Looking for a genetic connection
Two enzymes are involved in the synthesis of GSH: glutathione synthetase (GSS) and gamma glutamyl cysteine synthetase, also
known as glutamate cysteine ligase (GCL) with GCL being the rate-limiting enzyme and cysteine the rate-limiting substrate. GCL is
composed of two subunits: GCL modifier (GCLM) and GCL catalytic subunit (GCLC). Recent evidence suggests a possible genetic
link to schizophrenia with GCLM being identified as a susceptibility gene [54]. But so far no one gene or combination of genes has
been identified as a cause of schizophrenia and there are many competing alternative models in contention with no consensus in
sight. We are still far from a complete understanding of the pathophysiology of schizophrenia [55]. Efforts to explain its etiology are
reminiscent of the story of the three blind men attempting to describe an elephant with each holding firmly to a different part of
the animal. Each is correct in their own way but fall short because they cannot see the big picture. In schizophrenia research this
problem is compounded by the possibility that there may be more than one species of elephant in the room. . .the schizophrenias.
This hypothesis is not an attempt to advance a new causal theory for schizophrenia or to defend an existing one but is an effort to
find a solution to the problem of incomplete response to current therapy in the hope that the adjunctive use of ALA will help relieve
symptoms and restore functioning, if not for all, at least for some. Subsequently, if treatment responders can be differentiated
genetically, then using this backdoor approach may help clarify the etiology and lead to the development of new and better
treatments. Whether ALA combined with antipsychotics, with or without the addition of niacinamide, can be beneficial to an equal or
greater percentage of patients than was previously shown by Giamattei and Altschule remains to be discovered.
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